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Riding the crest of a wave – sea defence project on 
historic coastline wins at Concrete Society Awards 
 
 
LYME REGIS SEA WALL AND PROMENADE – a vital sea front and community 
protection scheme along Dorset’s famous World Heritage Jurassic coastline 
– was announced as the Overall Winner at the prestigious Concrete Society 
Awards in London on Wednesday night. 
 
Over 400 members, guests and construction industry representatives attended The Concrete 
Society Awards Dinner held at the Grosvenor House Hotel, Park Lane, London on 4 November 
2015. This esteemed event celebrates excellence in concrete and is the longest-running 
awards scheme in the UK construction industry, now in its 47th year. 
 
Broadcaster Huw Edwards was this year’s guest host, presenting awards to the winners and 
compering the programme for the evening. 
 
The Overall Winner was Carney Construction for the Lyme Regis Sea Wall and Promenade. The 
sea wall preserves the historic Jurassic coastline and links Lyme Regis to coastal footpaths. 
The 450m-long 8m-high curved seawall was formed of C50 concrete to follow the contours of 
the coastline. An exposed aggregate finish to the promenade and other features complete the 
flowing lines of the sea defence.  
 
Mark Taylor of Carney Construction said, “We are very proud to receive such acclaim from this 
most prestigious of awards. This is our first coastal defence project and many lessons have 
been learned. Not only have we had to meet the requirements of local events to avoid 
disruption of seasonal business within Lyme Regis but we have also had to work with both 
weather and tidal restrictions to optimise output and reduce risk. We are privileged to have 
been a part of this showcase project and big congratulations go out to Rob Carney and the 
dedicated workforce who made it possible.” 
 
The Society Awards judging panel said, “The ‘flowing’ nature of concrete allows smooth 
transition of curvature as it follows the shoreline. The smooth lines of the varying curvature of 
the sea wall and the consistency of the appearance of finished concrete fit sympathetically 
with the coastal surroundings. 
 
“This project stood out for the dual-purpose preservation of both the town and local 
community but also for the preservation of the Jurassic coast and its World Heritage 
importance, and its visitors from the global community – at the same time linking them 
structurally and aesthetically. The six-hour window for construction between tides makes this 
a remarkable feat of engineering.” 
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Five further projects were Highly Commended at the Society Awards Dinner, including: 
 
Anderston Footbridge, Glasgow – awarded to Raynesway Construction. This was a 
challenging project to connect Glasgow City centre to the West End district, requiring the 
construction of a 200m-long extension to an existing partially completed concrete box girder 
footbridge in an extremely confined site. Using a moving enclosed gantry system to cast the 
in-situ concrete, an elegant sinuous alignment was achieved. 
 
Bridlington Pump Station, Yorkshire – awarded to Hanson UK for this pump station 
development, which called for multiple specialist concretes to achieve both form and function 
to service the community both aesthetically and environmentally. With an impression of 
permanence and belonging, the clean lines and excellent colour consistency of the building 
integrate with the rejuvenated promenade and architecture of the nearby Victorian Spa. 
 
Cuningar Loop Boulder Park, Glasgow – presented to Serious Climbing for pioneering 
works balancing aesthetics with practicalities and regulations to produce spectacular climbing 
surfaces. An artistic interpretation of real rock formations, this is the first time that hand-
sculpted macro-synthetic-fibre reinforced sprayed concrete has been used to provide 
structural skin to artificial climbing boulders. 
 
Stage-by-the-Sea, Littlehampton – Flanagan Lawrence and Expedition Engineering 
submitted two striking concrete shells – a new stage and shelter, sited in a sunken garden 
beside the beach. Built to a limited budget for the community the shells were created from 
sprayed concrete. The material used to form the delicate but robust shapes is acoustically 
perfect for focusing both music and voice. 
 
The Forum, Southend-on-Sea – awarded to ADP for a four-storey building that serves as a 
unique collaboration between Southend Borough Council, the University of Essex and South 
Essex College. Exposed high quality in-situ and precast concrete has been intrinsic to the 
design from the outset. Externally, clean crisp lines of concrete reflect the seaside 
architecture; internally, aesthetically exposed concrete also supports the low energy strategy. 
 
Kathy Calverley, Managing Director of The Concrete Society said, “This year’s shortlist was an 
amazing mix of structures from sea walls to sculptures, demonstrating the versatility of 
concrete and, in particular, how it can be used with a clear purpose to support communities. 
All the projects were inspiring examples of how successful teams working together can make a 
lasting contribution. We would also like to thank all our sponsors, with a special mention to 
main sponsor, Pudlo, who helped make this event a continued success.” 
 
The judging panel was made up of The Concrete Society’s advisory engineers but also 
included: David Balmforth, president of the Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE); Kevin 
Crawford, vice-president – technical at the Chartered Institute of Architectural Technologists 
(CIAT); Alan Crossman, senior vice-president of the Institution of Structural Engineers 
(IStructE); Geoff French, past-president of the ICE; and Stephen Hodder, immediate past-
president of the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA).  
 
The Society’s 2016 Awards scheme will start early next year and the competition will be open 
to structures completed between October 2014 and April 2016. 
 
 
 
NOTES TO EDITORS: 
 
Details of shortlisted entries for The Concrete Society Awards 2015 are available at: 
www.concrete-awards.org.uk or for more information contact Sue Courtney on 01276 607170 
or e-mail: s.courtney@concrete.org.uk 
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About The Concrete Society 
Based in Camberley, Surrey, The Concrete Society was founded in 1966 and remains an 
independent technical organisation with a broad membership base that includes professional 
engineers and designers; the contracting and material supply industry, academia and client 
bodies from over 60 countries. 
 
The Society offers a comprehensive portfolio of products and services to the industry including 
the highly regarded Advisory Service, which offers prompt and impartial support to industry 
clients either on-site or by telephone and e-mail.  
 
It is also held in high regard for its magazines and technical reports providing an invaluable 
information resource. It has the world’s largest collection of cement- and concrete-related 
publications now numbering in excess of 156,000 references. 
 
Additionally, The Society provides increased opportunities for professional development in 
concrete. It also runs regular day courses on varying subjects for the industry and bespoke 
training for members. Membership involvement is key to the enduring success of The Society 
with a strong UK Regional Network providing both social and technical support activities. 
 
The Society celebrates its 50th anniversary in 2016. Visit: www.concrete.org.uk 
 
 

 
 
Overall Winner of The Concrete Society Awards 
2015 – Lyme Regis Phase IV Sea Wall and 
Promenade, Dorset. 
 

 


